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but it must be a firm step towards

the construction labour market and
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the difficulties felt by trade unions in
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has implications for many thousands of workers employed by both
companies: over 125,000 workers in
Bouygues and 60,000 workers in
Equans. The EFBWW welcomed the
meeting and the beginning of a negotiation process. In May, the EFket. Together with the social part-

mission to adopt urgent measures

BWW had denounced the lack of

ners we want to build a construction

that promote direct jobs, limit sub-

dialogue demanding a meeting with

labour market based on quality and

contracting chains in construction,

both companies urgently, seeking

direct jobs.”

implement full joint and several lia-

genuine commitment for social dia-

bility schemes, ban intermediaries in

logue and with concrete guarantees

Is the EU becoming the new

the context of posting, and ensure

for workers. More info.

Qatar?

full equal treatment of all workers.

In July, Belgian inspection services

More information on the campaign

found another shocking case of

here.

EFBWW and ETUI organise joint
training for EWC

workers’ exploitation: 55 workers

The Education Department of the

from the Philippines and Bangladesh

European Trade Union Institute, in

were being abused on a construc-

cooperation with the EFBWW, will

tion site in the port of Antwerp

organise a training event “EWC

worth several billions of euros. The

training for EFBWW EWC coordina-

workers were housed in terrible

tors” in Naples, Italy on 13 and 14

conditions and paid very low wages.

September 2022. The main goals

Some of them only receiving 2 euro/

are the upskilling of the EWC coor-

hour. They were working for a

dinators and improving the quality

French-Italian consortium IREM-

of their work, improving the

Ponticelli in a long chain of subcon-

knowledge on legislative framework

tracting with expired Hungarian

and agreement analysis, improving

work permits. The inspection ser-

the knowledge of EWC coordinators

vices are treating the case as a case

to cope with new challenges faced
by EWCs from this sector. The train-

media reports about previous abu-

EFBWW general secretary meets
Bouygues to discuss acquisition
of Equans

sive subcontracting by these compa-

In July, the EFBWW general secre-

meeting that will discuss the new

nies in other EU Member States, the

tary together with Christian Roy, the

Strategies on Targeted Information

EFBWW calls upon its affiliates to

Bouygues EWC coordinator, met in

and Consultation project and future

report any experiences with the in-

Paris with the senior HR manage-

priorities for EWC work.

volved companies to the Secretariat.

ment of Bouygues to discuss the

Earlier this year, the EFBWW also

acquisition of Equans (ENGIE). The

launched its subcontracting cam-

purchase of the company by Bouy-

paign calling on the European Com-

gues with a value of 7.1 billion euros

of human trafficking. This story sadly
sounds all too familiar. Following
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SUSODCO final report
The social dialogue partners in the
construction industry mainly from
Central (Slovenia, Hungary), South-

eastern (Croatia, Bulgaria) and

SD and stimulating a more active

Southern Europe (Cyprus, Greece)

contribution to the European Social

published the final report of the

Dialogue. The project focused on

SUSODCO project. The EFBWW was

capacity building, promotion, visibil-

one of the project partners. The EU-

ity and mutual recognition and mu-

project focused on social dialogue

tual trust of social dialogue partners

topics aimed at reinforcement and

in the construction industry.

capacity building of national sectoral

News from our affiliates
Austria

pean Union will see much higher

understand the problems and solu-

unemployment rates than today.

tions needed to improve well-being

GBH warns about stagflation

The purchasing power of low earn-

at work”, says organisational chief

A recession accompanied by high

ers, in particular, will fall, as price

Tiina Nurmi-Kokko. Together with

inflation is known as stagflation. The

increases will have a far greater im-

the mental health organisation MIE-

world has already been affected by

pact than on top earners who can

LI, Rakennusliitto has also created a

this phenomenon once before, in

continue to pay their electricity bills.

digital tool on mental health

the 1970s. After a period of crises -

Politicians are called upon to take

themes. The tool offers up-to-date

dot com crisis in 2000 and the finan-

countermeasures, otherwise there is

information for maintaining well-

cial crisis from 2007 - the economy

a risk that large sections of the pop-

being and supporting mental health

stabilised. However, the COVID-19

ulation will slip away.

for those working in the construc-

crisis is hitting the economic recov-

tion industry. The tool talks about

ery hard and after a hoped-for up-

mental health as a concept and digs

swing, the first few months of 2022
saw significantly worse economic

Finland

data. Since the outbreak of war in

How are you? – a Finnish campaign on well-being at work

the Ukraine, a slump in the econo-

The Finnish Construction Trade Un-

my is again expected across Europe.

ion Rakennusliitto

The reasons for this are the failures

visits construction

in the supply chains and the uncer-

sites with campaign

tainty in the energy supply. These

cars to discuss how

economic dampening effects are

workers are coping.

also having an impact on prices. A

The year-long cam-

high rate of inflation in step with

paign aims to truly

low growth or even a contraction of

listen to the feelings

the economy is thus reminiscent of

of construction

the 1970s. For GBH, unless econom-

workers. “Based on

ic policy counteracts this, the Euro-

this, we can better

into various aspects of life from the
construction workers’ point of view.
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Ireland

experience in the construction in-

SIPTU wins construction worker
compensation for underpayment

the worker the correct statutory

Byggnads sues construction

rate of pay of 17.04 euros per hour

company for violating CBA

set down by the 2017 Construction

A construction company in Sweden

The SIPTU Workers Rights Centre

SEO.” SIPTU Sector Organiser, John

is being accused of violating the

has secured an adjudication award

Regan, congratulated the worker

collective agreement on one of its

of 3500 euros for a member in com-

“for having the courage to take on

employees. The company is being

pensation for breaches of the terms

this injustice” and hoped “that it is

sued by Byggnads for breach of col-

of the Sectoral Employment Order

an example to all workers in con-

lective agreement, for almost

(SEO) for the construction industry.

struction to stand up and fight for

20,000 euros (210,000 SEK). It is all

SIPTU Workers Rights Centre Advo-

their legal rights all of which are

about a former full-time construc-

cate, Shonagh Byrne, explained that

contained in the Construction SEO”.

tion worker who Byggnads believes

the worker “was employed as a

More info.

has not received correct holiday

dustry. His employer failed to pay

Sweden

groundsperson for ten months in

and overtime pay, sick pay and sala-

2019. He has more than 20 years’

ry increases. More info.

In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact pcravina@efbww.eu.

Miscellaneous
Sign the petition: End human
rights violations in supply
chains, involve trade unions

man rights violations. They should

mandate of the Labour authority.

also take part in the design, moni-

Amongst other topics, participants

toring and implementation of due

will discuss how the ELA can con-

This year the European Commission

diligence strategies. ETUC launched

tribute to fairer cross-border mobili-

finally published a proposal on Cor-

a petition to turn the draft EU Di-

ty and the fight against wage and

porate Sustainability Due Diligence

rective into an effective piece of leg-

social dumping, and how the inter-

(CSDD) to hold businesses accounta-

islation.

action between the ELA and the

ble for human rights violations. In its
current form, the European Trade
Union Confederation (ETUC) consid-

ers that the CSDD Directive will fail
to protect workers from companies
violating their fundamental rights.

national authorities could work. The

Save the date:
DGB and FES organise
conference on ELA

September in Berlin, Germany. If

you wish to participate, make sure

Three years after the decision to

to register by 6 September 2022 at

establish the European Labour Au-

Raya.Maana@fes.de.

To make the difference, trade un-

thority (ELA), DGB, Fair Mobility and

ions and workers’ representatives

the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung will or-

must be actively involved in the

ganise a conference entitled “Trade

whole process of due diligence.

Union Perspectives on the Establish-

They must have a say in identifying,

ment of the ELA”. The event will

preventing risks and stopping hu-

take stock of the work and current
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conference will take place on 14
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EFBWW Meeting schedule 2022
1 September

EFBWW Presidium

Brussels, Belgium

13-14 September 2022

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting and ETUI Training seminar

Naples, Italy

15 September 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Wood

EESC Brussels, Belgium

4 October 2022

EFBWW OSH Coordination group meeting

EESC Brussels, Belgium

5 October 2022

Social dialogue construction - WP OSH

4-5 October 2022

BWI-EFBWW joint conference on women in trade

Madrid, Spain

4-8 October 2022

BWI Congress

Madrid, Spain

21 October 2022

Social Dialogue Wood/Furniture WG OSH + VET

9-10 November 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Building +
ETUI Training

EESC Brussels, Belgium

30 November 2022

EFBWW Executive Committee

EFBWW Brussels, Belgium

6-7 December 2022

EFBWW/BWI MNC conference

Lisbon, Portugal

23-26 May 2023

ETUC Congress

Berlin, Germany

21-23 November 2023

EFBWW Congress

Nordic region, TBC
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